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Bradford City will play Barnsley on Wednesday evening at Oakwell Stadium in an EFL League
One match. Both teams have had inconsistent starts to the 2021-2022 season and will view
this match as an opportunity to climb the table.
Bradford currently sit 15th with 8 points from their opening 7 league matches. Last Saturday
they were beaten 2-1 at home by Accrington Stanley, which extended their winless run to 4
games in all competitions. Davey and Watt scored for Accrington, with Gareth Evans grabbing
a late consolation for City. Manager Derek Adams will want a reaction from his players against
Barnsley to get their league campaign back on track.
Barnsley have made a disappointing start on their return to League One, collecting just 7
points so far. They are 16th, just behind Bradford on goal difference. Their last match was a 2-
2 draw at home to Fleetwood, where they had to come from behind twice. Manager Michael
Duff will hope his side can start turning draws into wins as they aim to challenge for an
immediate return to the Championship.
Both teams have struggled for consistency this season, so this match represents a good
chance for one of them to get a positive result 👍. Barnsley have more quality in their squad
after relegation from the second tier, but Bradford always raise their game in big away
matches 🔥 and will see this as a chance to climb the table. With both teams likely to play on
the counter attack, plenty of chances could be created for the forwards to decide the contest
late on 爛.
Recent history is on Bradford's side, as they have lost just one of the last five meetings 💪.
However, Barnsley won this exact fixture 2-1 last season at Oakwell. With so much at stake so
early in the season, Wednesday's atmosphere is sure to be tense as both sets of fans urge
their teams to pull off three crucial points in their pursuit of the playoff places by full time 🏟.
An exciting Yorkshire derby becko - https://mbscore.tv/match/bradford-city-vs-barnsley-
18929734
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